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AKASA HDMI Angle
Adapter

$5.99

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
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The akasa AKCBHD04-BK
HDMI angle
adapter
enables up to
90 degree left
and right angle
connections
for space
saving and
flexible use.
HDMI devices
located in
close
proximity to
the wall can
cause severe
cable bending
leading to
extra pressure
being put on
HDMI ports.
The 180
degree swivel
design solves
this problem
in most
situations. This
adapter is
ideal if the
cables are
being run up
or down the
wall to the
display. It can
be also used
when the
display is
mounted on
an adjustable
arm or if it has
an awkwardly
positioned
connector.
This high
quality swivel
adapter uses
gold plated
contacts for
perfect signal
transfer and
enhanced
corrosion
resistance.
High Speed
HDMI 1.3 with
Deep Colour
compliance
ensures zero
data loss
which makes
this adapter
suitable for
professional
as well as
home use.
Features:
 Enables
right and left
angle HDMI
connections to
HDTV
 Space saving
180 degrees
swivel design
 HDMI 1.3
with Deep
Colour
compliance
 Full 1080p
resolutions
supported
 24K gold
connectors
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Speciﬁcations:
Application:

HDMI connectivity

Designed for:

Enables right and left angle connections

Connectors:

HDMI male to female

Supports:

1080p full HD transmissio

Transfer speed:

10.2 Gbps (max)

Dimensions:

67 x 21 x 14mm

Colour:

Black

Product code:

AK-CBHD04-BK

Description

Product Details:

The akasa AK-CBHD04-BK HDMI angle adapter enables up to 90 degree left and
right angle connections for space saving and flexible use.
HDMI devices located in close proximity to the wall can cause severe cable
bending leading to extra pressure being put on HDMI ports. The 180 degree
swivel design solves this problem in most situations. This adapter is ideal if the
cables are being run up or down the wall to the display. It can be also used
when the display is mounted on an adjustable arm or if it has an awkwardly
positioned connector.
This high quality swivel adapter uses gold plated contacts for perfect signal
transfer and enhanced corrosion resistance. High Speed HDMI 1.3 with Deep
Colour compliance ensures zero data loss which makes this adapter suitable for
professional as well as home use.
Features:
 Enables right and left angle HDMI connections to HDTV
 Space saving 180 degrees swivel design
 HDMI 1.3 with Deep Colour compliance
 Full 1080p resolutions supported
 24K gold connectors

Speciﬁcations:
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Application:

HDMI connectivity

Designed for:

Enables right and left angle connections

Connectors:

HDMI male to female

Supports:

1080p full HD transmissio

Transfer speed:

10.2 Gbps (max)

Dimensions:

67 x 21 x 14mm

Colour:

Black
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Product code:

AK-CBHD04-BK

Additional Information
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Brand

Akasa

SKU

AK-CBHD04-BK-D

Weight

0.5000

Connector Type

HDMI

Gender

Male/Female Set
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